ASCFG 2023 Cut Flower Seed Trial Evaluation

Please make a copy of this page for each cultivar you are trialing, so you may collect accurate data regularly and efficiently. At the end of the growing season, Trialers will be sent reporting instructions, and a link to the online data collection site at North Carolina State University. Data are not to be sent to the ASCFG. This form is available in the Members Only section of ascfg.org under Cut Flower Trials.

Species: 

Cultivar: 

Cold Hardiness Zone: 

Approximate yield (useable stems/plant):___________ (Record either the overall average per plant or list a range.)

Approximate average length of harvested stems:__________ (Use inches, record either the average stem length or list a range.)

Market appreciation rating by your customers (1 being useless, 5 being wonderful): 1 2 3 4 5

Would you grow again rating: 1 2 3 4 5

How easy was this cultivar to grow? 1 2 3 4 5

Please estimate how long cut flowers last, based on your experience and your customers’ comments.

Any recommendations for postharvest handling?

List good qualities of the cultivar.

List problems with the cultivar.

Is there a species/cultivar to which this plant is similar?

Additional comments: